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  NAME: ____________________________________ CLASS: IV SEC: ______ DATE: ______________ 

 

I. Choose and tick the correct option for each of the following questions. 

    1. Like us, all animals need shelter to get – 

       a. protection from rain         

       b. protection from enemies     

       c. protection from cold     

       d. All of the above 

    2. Sparrows and pigeons use __________, ___________ and ___________ to make their nests. 

       a. straw, grass, leaves 

       b. pebbles, dried grass, cotton threads 

       c. cotton threads, feathers, bones 

       d. feathers, leaves, wool  

   3. Birds _______ and _______ their young ones in their nests until they are ready to fly. 

       a. hatch and build 

       b. protect and feed 

       c. choose and hatch 

       d. carry and protect 

II. Circle the odd one out and give reasons for your answer. 

      i. cuckoo                  pigeon               sparrow               penguin        

        Ans: ________________________________________________________________________ 

         ____________________________________________________________________________                

      ii. giraffe               elephants              monkey               zebras 

        Ans: ________________________________________________________________________ 

         ____________________________________________________________________________ 
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III. Match the following columns. 

Column A Column B 

i. snakes and rabbits a. acts like a weaver to make its nest 

ii. weaver bird  b. use old buildings to make their nest 

iii. Domestic animals c. burrows or holes in the ground 

iv. bats and owls d. kennel 

v. dogs e. sheep and goats 

 
i. ___________   ii. __________ iii. ____________ iv. __________ v. ____________ 
 
IV. In the table given below, Column A represents the various habitats of animals/birds. 
Draw the suitable animal/bird to complete the missing information correctly in Column 
B. (Note: You may colour and name them too.) 
 
 

Habitat  
(Column A) 

Animals/Birds 
(Column B) 

1. jungle   

2. man-made shelter  

3. arboreal   

4. aquatic  

5. underground  

 

  


